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Abstract 19 

The aim of this study was to develop an EHD printing method to fabricate graphene-20 

loaded polycaprolactone (PCL)/polyethylene oxide (PEO) dual-core matrices. 21 

Graphene was incorporated in shell PCL components, while gelatin and dopamine 22 

hydrochloride (DAH) were encapsulated in two PEO cores to enhance biocompatibility 23 

of graphene-loaded matrices. Furthermore, the effect of PEO concentration on dual-24 

core fiber formation was evaluated. The influence of process parameters (applied 25 

voltage, inner flow rate, outer flow rate and X-Y-Z collector stage speed) on dual-core 26 

fiber morphology was evaluated. Our findings show graphene-loaded structures to 27 

possess two inner cores and increasing graphene content yields matrices with smoother 28 

surfaces, causing a slight reduction in their contact angle behavior. Furthermore, the 29 
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addition of graphene to matrices results in reduced elasticity. DAH release from 30 

matrices comprising various graphene concentrations showed no significant difference 31 

and drug release mechanism was diffusion based. In vitro biological tests indicate 32 

resulting graphene-loaded dual-core matrices exhibit good biocompatibility and also 33 

improve PC12 cell migration. The findings suggest matrices to have potential 34 

applications in nerve restoration and regeneration.  35 

 36 
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 38 

1. Introduction 39 

Addressing peripheral nerve damage is an important challenge, in particular for 40 

reconstructive surgery, because of long-term disability and poor operative outcomes [1]. 41 

One approach to address loss of nerve tissue loss is to deploy suitable biomaterials such 42 

as artificial scaffolds [2]. Recent advances in tissue engineering include the 43 

development of artificial nerve grafts exhibiting similar physiological properties to 44 

peripheral nerves [3]. In other explorations, in vitro biological systems incorporate 45 

growth factors and physical stimuli (laser) have been used to guide artificial nerve 46 

conduits [4]. Numerous studies have focused on nerve guidance conduits consisting of 47 

intraluminal micro-channels with aligned fibers to improve nerve restoration [5].  48 

 49 

One of the major factors involved in fabricating excellent nerve grafts is material 50 

selection. Polycaprolactone (PCL) is a hydrophobic polymer with desirable 51 

physicochemical properties including good biocompatibility, biodegradability and non-52 

toxicity [6-8]. As shown previously, PCL has the ability to connect severely injured 53 

nerve stubs with significant mechanical properties [7]. Graphene is a single layer two-54 

dimensional sp2 carbon conductive nanomaterial in a honeycomb structure with unique 55 

physicochemical properties and has shown great potential in several biological 56 

applications [9]. For example, Graphene has been explored for anti-cancer/gene 57 

delivery, biosensing, biological imaging, antibacterial applications, cell culture and 58 

tissue engineering [10-12]. It has been previously reported that graphene improves cell 59 
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bioelectricity between scaffold and cellular membrane because of π bonding and large 60 

surface area [13]. For instance, it was found that three-dimensional graphene foams 61 

enhance neural stem cell growth and proliferation [14, 15]. Moreover, graphene 62 

demonstrates a high electron transfer velocity when compared to existing electronic 63 

materials [16]. Thus, it offers significant mechanical and biochemical cues for nerve 64 

restoration in tissue engineering. 65 

 66 

Another factor often limiting the development of artificial nerve grafts is the 67 

engineering or fabrication method. The grafts should mimic the native extracellular 68 

matrix (ECM), both structurally and mechanically, in order to replicate the real neuro 69 

tissue environment [17]. Previous research has focused on the simulation of the natural 70 

ECM through the fabrication of fibrous constructs using various techniques [18-21]. 71 

However, emerging additive manufacturing methods, such as 3D printing permit the 72 

rapid and precise replication of tissue structures with micron-scale resolution [22]. 73 

Electrohydrodynamic (EHD) printing is an emerging 3D printing technique that allows 74 

flexibility in material selection and provides facile modulation of design parameters 75 

[23]. During the EHD process, the active ingredients can be incorporated on demand in 76 

a single step at room temperature.  Thus, it is appropriate to generate versatile and 77 

anatomically accurate nerve grafts with a relatively high degree of reproducibility.  78 

 79 

Complex fibers and particles  have gained ample interest in recent years due to their 80 

potential in a wide range of biomedical applications [24]. For instance, hollow fibers 81 

have exceptional properties including low density, high specific surface area and 82 

tunable surface properties [25]. Besides, there is also an increasing need for the 83 

fabrication of core-shell fiber structures due to their potential in separating an unstable 84 

component or supporting a material to improve its mechanical properties [26]. 85 

Anisotropic fibers with multiple compartments can serve as drug carriers for controlled 86 

release of various drugs. Core-shell fibers, comprising distinct interior and exterior 87 

components, are promising structures for a broad range of applications, including 88 

filtration, tissue engineering, nanocomposites, smart textiles and green-energy 89 
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applications [27-29]. In addition, these structures have been proposed for the strategic 90 

assembly and encapsulation of bioactive molecules [30]. The release rate of 91 

encapsulated biomolecules from the fiber core can be adjusted by carefully selecting 92 

shell material to manipulate bioactive release rate to be in sync with the promotion of 93 

sciatic nerve regeneration [31]. In addition, bio-active agents, with desired functional 94 

properties (e.g. antibacterial, conductivity [32-34]), can be encapsulated in tailored 95 

fashion (e.g. sub-micron location and release rate).  96 

 97 

As for fiber alignment, a clear difference in fiber diameter distribution and film 98 

thickness across randomly orientated fibers is often observed [35]. Aligned fibers have 99 

potential applications in cell guidance (via release of cell-signaling moieties), super-100 

capacitance and as biological scaffolds (possessing bioactive properties) where micron 101 

scaled structural arrangements are crucial for desirable biological functions and 102 

interactions [36, 37]. Furthermore, naturally occurring fibers constituting towards 103 

neural tissue are arranged in an anisotropic format, and the alignment of such fibers has 104 

been shown to facilitate cellular migration, proliferation, differentiation and maturation 105 

thus promoting tissue regeneration [38, 39]. Moreover, for nerve restoration, direct 106 

suturing of nerve endings remains a challenge, and in this instance scaffolds with 107 

ordered fibers have shown to assist in neurite extension and axonal contact [38]. 108 

Combining properties of naturally occurring and synthetic polymers for fiber 109 

engineering and alignment can yield near-ideal conditions for specific bio-applications 110 

[40]. In this regard, the design and engineering of aligned and blended fibers is crucial 111 

to advance regenerative biomaterials [41, 42]. Therefore, in this study, we developed 112 

and explored highly aligned dual-core graphene fiber matrices and their initial potential 113 

for nerve repair and regeneration. 114 

 115 

Earlier studies have combined PCL and carbon based materials for similar applications 116 

[43]. Furthermore, reduced graphene oxide has been loaded into scaffolds for peripheral 117 

nerve injury repair, as shown by Vijayavenkataraman et al, where the EHD technique 118 

has been used to engineer 3D PCL/reduced graphene oxide scaffolds [44]. However, 119 
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the potential to use graphene alongside more complex fiber structures (e.g. cores) was 120 

not explored. 121 

 122 

This study focused on the design and fabrication of graphene loaded PCL nerve 123 

conduits using the EHD printing process. Despite graphene having a high electrical 124 

conductivity, the strong π bond causes potential damage to the cell membrane integrity 125 

[45]. Therefore, it is necessary to modify graphene’s surface to limit cytotoxicity. 126 

Dopamine (DA) is a neurotransmitter substance which has attracted considerable 127 

attention over the last few years, particularly within bio-sensing remits [46-48]. More 128 

specifically, the self-polymerization of DA, which yields polydopamine (PDA), has 129 

been explored as a multi-functional coating material [49]. Dopamine Hydrochloride 130 

(DAH) is the stable form of DA, whilst DAH is a key inotropic vasopressor agent which 131 

is closely associated with neurological diseases [50]. DAH has been explored as a 132 

potential functional replacement of DA [51, 52]. Dopamine hydrochloride (DAH) can 133 

enhance cell adhesion due to its high hydrophilicity, durable anti-erosion ability and 134 

well-documented biochemical properties [53, 54]. Thus in this study, DAH was used to 135 

improve biocompatibility of graphene loaded matrices. Gelatin is a natural biopolymer 136 

derived from the collagen, also has good hydrophilicity and cellular affinity [55]. To 137 

bring all these materials together and serve their specific purpose, an innovative method 138 

is devised to generate dual-core nerve grafts. Compared with traditional EHD printing 139 

fabrication, the technique applied in this research successfully overcomes many issues, 140 

such as integration of materials with different properties and low biocompatibility. In 141 

addition, the fabrication of well-ordered dual-core fiber matrices have not been reported 142 

previously.  143 

 144 

Dual-core graphene matrices show good biocompatibility and improve PC12 cell 145 

migration. Results clearly indicate graphene-loaded dual-core matrices show potential 146 

applications in peripheral nerve restoration. 147 

 148 

2. Experimental 149 
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2.1 Materials 150 

Single-layered graphene (purity: over 98%) was purchased from Suzhou Tanfeng 151 

Graphene Technology Co., Ltd. (China). Polyethylene oxide (PEO) (average molecular 152 

weight 9.0 × 105 g/mol) was obtained from Huagao Fine Chemical Co., Ltd. China. 153 

Polycaprolactone (PCL, mean Mw = 8 × 104 g/mol) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, 154 

St Louis, USA. Dopamine hydrochloride (DAH) was provided by Aladdin Biochemical 155 

Technology Co., Ltd. China. Gelatin was purchased from Ourchem, China. Glacial 156 

acetic acid, absolute ethyl alcohol and phosphate buffer saline (PBS, pH = 7.4) were 157 

supplied by Sinopharm Chemical Reagent (China). Purified water was produced in-158 

house using a Millpore Milli-Q Reference ultra-pure water purifier (USA). All 159 

components were utilised as received without further purification. All chemicals and 160 

reagents used were of analytical grade. 161 

 162 

2.2 Solution Preparation 163 

Various concentrations of PEO solutions (in glacial acetic acid) were prepared to 164 

investigate polymer loading concentration effect on formation of dual-core fibers. PEO 165 

solutions with concentration of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6% w/w were applied for both internal 166 

cores solutions during EHD printing process (the concentration of PEO solutions in two 167 

cores were kept identical). The mixtures were stirred for 7 h at a stable speed of ~400 168 

rpm (VELP ARE, Italy) in order to prepare homogenous solutions. PEO solutions were 169 

dyed with 0.2% w/w Rhodamine B to allow differentiation between PEO and PCL 170 

layers under optical microscopy. Subsequently, one PEO solution with appropriate 171 

concentration was selected for the next steps. Subsequently, 5% w/w DAH and 50% 172 

w/w gelatin (of PEO quantity) were added to PEO solutions, respectively, to serve as 173 

two different inner cores. 174 

 175 

PCL solutions were utilised for the shell layer of dual-core matrices in all experiments. 176 

PCL pellets were suspended in glacial acetic acid (concentration 24% w/w) and were 177 

stirred for 5h ~150 rpm to ensure complete dissolution (VELP ARE, Italy). Graphene 178 

was added to PCL solutions at various concentrations (0.05%, 0.1%, 0.2% and 0.3% 179 
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w/w (of PCL quantity)) and were placed under mild bath sonication for 1h. The 180 

solutions were under continuous stirring for 1 h to form homogenous solutions. All 181 

experiments were conducted at the ambient temperature (25 ℃). 182 

 183 

2.3 Graphene loaded dual-core matrices fabrication 184 

A dual-core nozzle assisted EHD printing system was used for the fabrication of the 185 

matrices. The schematic of the process is shown in Fig. 1(a). The main components of 186 

this system are the high voltage supply (DC, Glassman high voltage Inc. series FC, 187 

USA), a high precision X-Y-Z moving stage along with the controller (Hongxia 188 

automatic control equipment Co., Guangzhou, China), and three syringe pumps (KD 189 

Scientific KDS100, USA). PCL and the two PEO solutions were loaded separately into 190 

three 5 mL syringes; each controlled by its own infusing syringe pump. A dual-core 191 

nozzle (outer diameter for the shell was 4 mm and outer diameter for the two core were 192 

both 1 mm, and the distance between two cores was 0.1 mm) was placed on the Z-axis 193 

and connected to the positive port of the voltage supply. Two inner cores of the nozzle 194 

were connected to two separate syringes loaded with PEO solutions via silicon tubing. 195 

The outer shell media (nozzle) was infused with the PCL solution. The glass substrate 196 

served as the collecting point and was mounted on grounded a X-Y moving staging. The 197 

working principle of this EHD printing process is based on the balance between the 198 

electrostatic force, the combined surface tension and the viscoelastic force of the liquid 199 

[56]. To enable this process, all solutions were subjected to a high and sustained voltage 200 

of identical value. The movement of X-Y-Z stage could easily control deposition and 201 

shapes of dual-core matrices. The stage controlling system used for the EHD printing 202 

process was purchased from Zhongweixing Technology Co., LTD (China). This allows 203 

input of co-ordinate based patterns (e.g. X, Y and Z data) into the system. STL files 204 

cannot be directly fed into the software. Other file formats such as Hewlett Packard 205 

Graphic Languages (HPGL/PLT) can be directly transferred to the software to control 206 

stage movement.  207 

The substrate collecting speed was varied between 20-100 mm/s. The high voltage 208 
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supply applied between the nozzle and the substrate was in the order of 2.3-2.8 KV with 209 

the working distance at 5.0 mm. Flow rate of PCL solution was within the range of 210 

0.25-0.5 ml/h. For PEO solutions (two internal cores), flow rate was varied between 211 

0.12-0.22 ml/h. The fabrication process involved the patterning of the complex 3D  212 

graphene loaded dual-core matrices with accurate overwriting of fiber layers (20 layers 213 

in total with 10 layers along X-axis and 10 layers along Y-axis). All experiments were 214 

conducted at ambient temperature (25 ℃) and relative humidity (40-60%). 215 

 216 

 217 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the dual-core EHD printing system. (b) Process images of dual-218 

core jet during the formation of dual-core filaments. (c) Schematic diagram of graphene 219 

loaded dual-core fibers (i) before and (ii) after the drug release process.   220 

 221 

2.4 Characterization of graphene loaded dual-core matrices 222 

Graphene loaded dual-core matrices were examined using Scanning Electron 223 

Microscopy (SEM, FEI Quanta 650, Netherland) for 3D structure evaluation. All 224 

samples were placed on an aluminum stub with double-sided conductive tape and were 225 

coated with a thin layer of platinum for 90s by sputter coating (1080auto, Cressington 226 

Scientific Instruments Ltd., UK) at the current intensity at 25 mA. Optical microscopy 227 

(OM, Phoenix BMX503-ICCF, China) was employed in this research to image specific 228 
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inner structures of matrices. Mean fiber diameters were calculated using 50 random 229 

fibers for each sample set. Graphene appears as dark-black regions under optical 230 

imaging, and graphene loaded dual-core matrices would show a deeper contrast at 231 

higher concentration of the material. In this study, all data was exported for analysis 232 

and was plotted as graphs via Origin software (OriginLab, USA). Error bars in the 233 

graphs denote mean ± standard deviation.   234 

 235 

2.5 Contact Angle Measurement 236 

Water contact angle represents the level of hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity of matrices. 237 

Structure contact angle and interfacial tension analysis (SL2000KB, Kino Industry Co., 238 

Ltd, USA) was measured in this study. The contact angle of one PBS droplet (1 µL) on 239 

the dual-core matrices from point of contact to 5 min was investigated.  240 

 241 

2.6 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) and X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Spectroscopy 242 

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectra for graphene loaded dual-core matrices were 243 

recorded (IR Affinity 1(4000-500 cm-1), Shimadzu, Japan) to investigate composition 244 

and material stability. Samples were prepared using the KBr pellet pressing method. In 245 

short, 2 mg of printed samples were mixed with 200 mg KBr medium by grinding. 246 

Mixtures were compressed into transparent pellets under a force of 12 MPa. FTIR 247 

spectra were acquired following 20 scans. Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns 248 

of graphene loaded dual-core matrices were recorded in this study using an X-ray 249 

crystal diffractometer (Gemini A Ohra, Oxford, UK). The specimens were scanned over 250 

a 2-theta range of 5°-60° at a step size of 0.02° at 40 KV and 40 mA. 251 

 252 

2.7 Mechanical Testing 253 

Tensile properties of dual-core matrices were investigated using a universal materials 254 

tester (Roell Z020, Zwick, Germany). A load cell of 500 N was applied. Test specimens 255 

were rectangular grid-shape matrices of length 30 mm and width 10 mm (the thickness 256 

was ~100 μm). Tests were conducted at a strain rate of 10 mm/min at ambient conditions. 257 

For each sample set, tests were conducted three times after which the mean elastic 258 
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modulus was calculated. 259 

 260 

2.8 Drug Release from Dual-core Matrices  261 

Drug release behavior of DAH from graphene loaded dual-core matrices was analyzed 262 

according to a method reported previously [57]. Assays to be applied in release tests 263 

comprised 10 ml release medium (PBS) with 30 mg of dual-core matrices for each 264 

sample. Samples were vibrated (200 rpm) at temperature of 37 ℃ in a HZ-8801K 265 

thermostatic oscillator (Taicang Science and Education Factory, China). During drug 266 

release period, 3 ml of supernatant was removed for UV detection and replaced with an 267 

identical volume of fresh release medium at preset time intervals. The concentration of 268 

DAH in the supernatant was investigated by UV absorption at a wavelength of 280 nm 269 

(UV-2600 spectrophotometer, Shimadzu, Japan). Each experiment was conducted in 270 

triplicate.  271 

 272 

In this study, Korsmeyer-Peppas and Higuchi curve-fitting models were applied to 273 

analyze drug release kinetics of DAH release. The Korsmeyer-Peppas model is 274 

generally used if drug release mechanism is not clear. This model can be presented as 275 

equation (1): 276 

𝑀𝑡

𝑀∞
=  𝑘𝑡𝑛                                                                   (1) 277 

Here, Mt is the cumulative quantity of drug released at time t, and M∞ is the initial drug 278 

loading, while k is a constant and n is the release exponent indicating the release 279 

mechanism [58]. The Higuchi model is normally used to confirm diffusive drug release 280 

from a polymer matrix system, and it can be presented as shown in equation (2): 281 

𝑀𝑡 = 𝑘𝐻𝑡
1

2                                                                   (2) 282 

Here, Mt is the quantity of cumulative drug release after time t and kH is the Higuchi 283 

constant. 284 

 285 

2.7 PC12 Cell Culture 286 

PC12 cell line is derived from pheochromocytoma of the rat adrenal medulla. These 287 
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neuronal fibroblasts-like cells are usually used for nerve implant studies [59, 60]. Cells 288 

were routinely cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Coring, 289 

USA), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Sijiqing, China), 5% horse 290 

serum (Sijiqing, China), and 1% antibiotic antimycotic solution (Biyuntian, China) at 291 

37 ℃ in humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2. The culture medium was refreshed every 292 

2 days. All samples used in cell tests were sterilized under UV light for 24 h and then 293 

fixed with sterilized stainless-steel rings in the culture dish.  294 

 295 

2.9 CCK-8 Cell Viability test 296 

100 μL of PC12 cell suspension was placed into a 96-well plate at the density of 1×104 297 

cells/well and was incubated for 24 h. CCK-8 tests was conducted to investigate 298 

proliferation of PC12 cells on four various graphene loaded dual-core matrices and 0.11% 299 

w/w graphene loaded matrices without DAH as well as gelatin. The samples were cut 300 

into discs (diameter = 6 mm) and sterilized under UV light for 24 h prior to being added 301 

to the culture plate. Following incubation for 3 days, cell viability was measured by 302 

adding 10 μL CCK-8 solution to each well and incubated for a further 4 h. Absorbance 303 

was measured at a wavelength of 450 nm using a microplate reader (Multiskan GO, 304 

Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). The control group was cells cultured on plain TCP 305 

wells, and the blank group was culture medium with CCK-8 solution. The relative cell 306 

viability (%) was counted by equation (3): 307 

 308 

Cell viability (%) =
𝐴𝑏.(𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒)−𝐴𝑏.(𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘)

𝐴𝑏.(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙)−𝐴𝑏.(𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘)
× 100%                                  (3) 309 

Where Ab. represents the absorbance. 310 

 311 

2.8 Cell Morphology Study  312 

Morphology of cells seeded on scaffolds was evaluated by fluorescent microscopy. 313 

PC12 cells cultured on matrices were fixed with 4% v/v formalin for 20 min at the 314 

ambient temperature (25 ℃), and were washed 3 times using PBS (pH = 7.4). Cells 315 

were permeable with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 5 min followed by washing with 316 
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PBS. Subsequently, cell cytoskeleton and nuclei were stained with Alexar Fluor 546 317 

phalloidin (Yeasen Biology Technology Co., Ltd, China) (1:100 dilution) and 4’,6’-318 

diamidino-2-phenylindole hydrochloride (DAPI, Yeasen Biology Technology Co., LTD, 319 

China) for 20 and 5 min, respectively. Specimens were washed a further three times 320 

with PBS after each staining step. Finally, PC12 cells were observed using an inverted 321 

fluorescent microscope (Nikon, Eclipse Ti-S, Japan). 322 

 323 

2.10 Cell Migration Assay  324 

In vitro scratch assays were applied in this study to investigate the influence of graphene 325 

on PC12 cell migration. Dual-core matrices were sterilized as shown previously. PC12 326 

cells were seeded in a 6-well TCP plate at a density of 3 × 105 cells/well and incubated 327 

at 37 ℃ in 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere, until cells were confluent and the formation 328 

of monolayers was apparent. A 200 μL sterile pipette tip was used to make a scratch on 329 

the cell monolayer surface which was then washed with PBS gently for the removal of 330 

free cells. Fresh culture medium was added to the scratched specimen well and cells 331 

were incubated at 37 ℃ and 5% CO2 in a humidified atmosphere. Images were taken 332 

at 0, 24 and 72h using an inverted fluorescent microscope (Nikon, Eclipse Ti-S, Japan) 333 

to observe cell migration on the scratched surface. 334 

 335 

2.11 Statistical Analysis 336 

All tests were repeated three times and results were displayed as mean ± standard 337 

deviation. The p value of 0.05 was considered significant using a one-way ANOVA test. 338 

 339 

3. Results and Discussion 340 

3.1 Fabrication and characterization of graphene loaded dual-core matrices  341 

In this study, a dual-core nozzle assisted EHD printing method was used to fabricate 342 

3D graphene loaded dual-core matrices. Figs. 1(a) and (b) display images of the dual-343 

core jetting process during the formation of matrices. Rhodamine B was used to 344 

differentiate between PEO and PCL layers within the matrices; resulting in a red PEO 345 
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layer. A droplet with a red inner core can be observed hanging at the tip of nozzle before 346 

high voltage was applied to the nozzle and the color of the droplet indicates both PCL 347 

solution and PEO solution were present. Fig. 1(bii) shows that increasing the applied 348 

voltage to 1.8 kV (causing an increase in electric field intensity) resulted in the droplet 349 

stretching under electrical force and gravity. When the applied voltage reached 2.2 kV, 350 

the liquid jet deforms further as shown in Fig. 1 (biii). Here, the two inner fluids can be 351 

observed clearly. Based on this condition, the EHD printing jet is stretched with the 352 

movement of X-Y stage (Fig. 1(biv)). Fig. 1(c) shows a schematic diagram of graphene 353 

loaded dual-core fibers. Graphene was loaded into the outer PCL layer, while DAH and 354 

gelatin were encapsulated in two inner PEO cores separately (Fig. 1(ci)). As PEO is 355 

soluble in DI water, the dual-core fibers would show two hollow channels after being 356 

immersed in DI water as shown in Fig. 1(cii). 357 

 358 

3.2 Effect of PEO Concentration on Morphology of Dual-core matrices  359 

According to previous studies, polymer concentration has significant impact on 360 

morphology of sub-micron fibers [61]. In this research, the concentration of PCL was 361 

chosen based on preliminary experimentations using concentrations between 20% and 362 

25% w/w [62]. PEO solutions have been used for the EHD printing process [63], 363 

however, there are no studies making its use as the inner core component for the 364 

formation of dual-core fibers. In this study, various concentrations of PEO solutions 365 

were used to investigate its effect on the morphology of the dual-cores fibers. Fig. 2(a) 366 

exhibits optical image of the resulting dual-core fibers generated when the inner PEO 367 

solution loading was fixed to 2% w/w. The applied voltage was set at 2.6 kV and the 368 

flow rate of the PCL solution was set to 0.35mL/h. The flow rates of the two inner PEO 369 

solutions was constant at 0.15mL/h. Two continuous inner core fibers were found in all 370 

filaments, indicating dual-core structures were successfully fabricated, whilst also 371 

demonstrating high reproducibility. It can also be observed that the size of the two 372 

internal PEO fibers were near identical within dual-core filament. Fig. 2(b) shows that 373 

increasing PEO concentration from 2 to 5% w/w did not have a major impact on the 374 

dual-core fiber diameter. As for PEO concentration of 6% w/w, the overall fiber 375 
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diameter was lower than fibers fabricated using 5% w/w PEO, with a higher standard 376 

deviation, indicating dual-core fiber uniformity was uneven at these conditions.  377 

 378 

The diameter of single PEO fibers increased with an increase in concentration from 2% 379 

to 5%w/w. However, increasing PEO concentration to 6% w/w leads to a decrease in 380 

inner PEO diameter (Fig. 2(c)). This may be due to the high viscosity of the liquid 381 

impeding flow at the inner core nozzle. The core/fiber ratio is the ratio of a single core 382 

to the overall fiber diameter and is shown in Fig. 2(d). The core ratio was enhanced 383 

when PEO concentration is increased from 2 to 5% (Fig. 2(d)). For dual-core fibers 384 

produced using 6% w/w PEO concentration, the mean value of core ratio was similar 385 

to that of 5% w/w concentration. Therefore, to maximize the function of inner 386 

components and obtain dual-core structures with good morphology, 5% w/w PEO 387 

concentration was chosen for subsequent experiments.  388 

 389 

Fig. 2. (a) Optical microscopy images of dual-core fibers when the PEO concentrations 390 

was 2% w/w. This image was obtained under the moving speed of X-Y-Z stage at 60 391 
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mm/s. (b) Fiber diameter, (c) single core diameter and (d) core/fiber ratio changed with 392 

increasing PEO concentration. (** represents significant difference, p<0.01; N.S. 393 

represents there was no significant difference.) 394 

 395 

EHD process parameters have a significant influence on the resulting fiber diameter 396 

and matrix morphology. Some studies have investigated the effects of these parameters 397 

on fiber morphology [56], however, research on the effect of process parameters on 398 

dual-core fibers via EHD printing is scarce. In this research, the distance between 399 

nozzle tip and collecting substrate was kept at 5 mm for all studies. The dual-core nozzle 400 

for EHD printing process is not stable especially when varying the working distance 401 

(tip to substrate). The working distance for a stable Taylor-cone is very narrow, and the 402 

fiber diameter did not show significant difference within this range. Therefore, in order 403 

to achieve stable printing, the work distance was kept same for all experiments. In this 404 

study, applied voltage, synchronous two inner flow rate, outer flow rate for PCL 405 

solution, and moving speed of X-Y-Z stage were varied and their effect on dual-core 406 

fiber diameter was studied as shown in Fig. 3. The applied voltage was varied from 2.3 407 

up to 2.8 kV at increments of 0.1 kV. Dual-core fiber diameter firstly decreased from 408 

110 to 100 μm as the voltage increased from 2.3 to 2.6 kV, then the fiber diameter 409 

increased to 130 μm when the voltage was 2.8 kV, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Changing the 410 

two inner PEO flow rates simultaneously from 0.12 mL/h to 0.22mL/h significantly 411 

improved the dual-core fiber diameter from 75 to 156 μm, which is presented in Fig. 412 

3(b). Fig. 3(c) shows the fiber diameter varying with outer flow rate from 0.25 mL/h to 413 

0.50 mL/h. It was found that increasing outer flow rate resulted in an increase in fiber 414 

diameter. When the collecting X-Y-Z stage speed increased from 20 to 100 mm/s, the 415 

fiber diameter of dual-core fibers dramatically reduced from 130 to 70 μm (Fig. 3(d)). 416 

This is because the fibers undertake high drawing force upon increase of moving speed. 417 
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 418 

Fig. 3. (a) Effect of applied voltage on dual-core fiber diameter (moving speed = 60 419 

mm/s, inner flow rate = 0.15 ml/h, outer flow rate = 0.35 ml/h). (b) Effect of changing 420 

two inner flow rate simultaneously on dual-core fiber diameter (moving speed = 60 421 

mm/s, applied voltage = 2.6 KV, outer flow rate = 0.35 ml/h). (c) Effect of outer flow 422 

rate on fiber diameter (moving speed = 60 mm/s, inner flow rate = 0.15 ml/h, applied 423 

voltage = 2.6 KV). (d) Effect of moving speed of X-Y-Z stage on fiber diameter (applied 424 

voltage = 2.6 KV, inner flow rate = 0.15 ml/h, outer flow rate = 0.35 ml/h). (** 425 

represents significant difference, p<0.01) 426 

 427 

3.3 Effect of Graphene Concentration on Morphology of Dual-core Matrices 428 

Fig. 4(a) shows digital images of the dual-core matrices loaded with various 429 

concentrations of graphene. Evidently the more graphene that was loaded into the 430 

matrices, the darker the appearance of the final product. Fig. 4 also displays SEM 431 

images of graphene loaded matrices at different magnifications. The surface 432 

morphology of dual-core matrices loaded with various graphene concentration is 433 

illustrated in Figs. 4(b-f). Fig. 4(b) is the image of dual-core matrices without graphene; 434 
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showing a porous surface which is comparable to pure PCL fiber morphology reported 435 

previously [57]. The addition of a small amount of graphene (0.05% w/w and 0.1% 436 

w/w) causes matrix surface to become uneven but without any pores (Fig. 4(c) and 4(d)). 437 

When the concentration of graphene was continuously increased to 0.3% w/w, the dual-438 

core matrices developed smoother surfaces, as shown in Fig. 4(e) and 4(f). These results 439 

indicate that loading graphene into the PCL shell layer has a significant influence on 440 

matrix morphology and surface texture. The overall structures of all dual-core matrices 441 

were similar as shown in Fig. 4(g). The matrices were well-ordered, and stacked at high 442 

precision. The width of each grid within the matrices was 500 μm. It was also found 443 

that each layer was clearly distinguishable (Fig. 4(h)). Fig. 4(i) is a cross-section SEM 444 

image of dual-core fibers after immersion in DI water.  As PEO is soluble in water, two 445 

hollow channels are formed, indicating dual-core fibers were generated successfully. In 446 

addition, fiber diameter of matrices shown in Fig. 4 was not within the range shown in 447 

Fig. 3, which is due to the first printed layer exhibiting a flat morphology rather than 448 

cylindrical shape. This is due to an increased contact area with the collecting substrate. 449 

Fig. 3 shows the data measured by the first printing layer.    450 

 451 

Fig. 4. (a) Pictures of dual-core matrices loading with various concentrations of 452 
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graphene. (b) SEM image of surface of dual-core matrices without graphene. The 453 

following images of same magnification are matrices loading (c) 0.05%, (d) 0.1%, (e) 454 

0.2%, and (f) 0.3% w/w graphene. (g) SEM image showing the structures of graphene 455 

loaded dual-core matrices. (h) SEM images with high magnification. (i) SEM image of 456 

cross-section of dual-core fibers after immersed in DI water. (Fig. 4(g-i) images were 457 

all taken with 0.05% w/w graphene loaded matrices) 458 

 459 

3.4 Contact Angle Measurements   460 

The degree of hydrophobicity of the loaded printed matrices was determined by 461 

measuring the direct contact angle between PBS and matrices and is shown in Fig. 5. 462 

Five samples with varying graphene concentrations (0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3% w/w) 463 

were selected to investigate the effect of graphene concentration on the hydrophobicity 464 

of dual-core matrices. According to previous studies, the contact angle of pure PCL was 465 

over 90 ° due to its hydrophobicity [64]. In this study, it was found that the initial contact 466 

angle of dual-core matrices without graphene was 112.2 °, which is in agreement with 467 

previous studies.  468 

However, the hydrophobicity of dual-core matrices decreased with increasing graphene 469 

concentration. The initial contact of graphene loaded dual-core matrices with 0.05%, 470 

0.1%, 0.2% and 0.3% w/w was 109 °, 104°, 98°, and 95 °, respectively. As shown in 471 

Fig. 4(b-f), pure PCL dual-core matrices possessed porous surfaces; introducing a 472 

degree of hydrophobicity. In contrast, increasing the graphene concentration from 0.05% 473 

to 0.3% w/w resulted in a smoother surface, which contributes towards hydrophilicity. 474 

The contact angle for all matrices after 5 min showed little difference from initial 475 

contact angle values, indicating the stability of these matrices with respect to structure. 476 

Moreover, the contact angle for all matrices tested were over 90 °, proving the inner 477 

PEO components had no effect on the hydrophobicity of the matrices and that PEO was 478 

completely encapsulated within the PCL fibers.   479 

 480 

3.5 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) and X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Spectroscopy 481 

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectra for graphene loaded dual-core matrices were 482 
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analysed to detect composition and material stability of matrices. The FTIR spectrum 483 

of pure materials and graphene-loaded dual-core matrices were displayed in Fig. 5(c) 484 

and 5(d), separately. Characteristic absorption bands for PCL could be observed in Fig. 485 

5c, band at 1729 cm-1 belongs to a strong carbonyl (C=O), and bands between 2868 and 486 

2949 cm-1 were assigned to methylene (CH2) groups [57]. Similar bands were observed 487 

in spectrums for all dual-core matrices shown in Fig. 5(d). PEO polymer generates an 488 

asymmetric stretching peak at 1967 cm-1, while peak at 1473 cm-1, 1101cm-1, 961 cm-1 489 

and 840 cm-1 are assigned to CH2 scissoring, C-O-C stretching, CH2 twisting mode and 490 

CH2 wagging mode, respectively [65]. Fig. 5(c) also shows that characteristic 491 

absorption peaks for DAH mainly appearing at 3340 cm-1 (O-H stretching vibration) 492 

and 1616 cm-1 (N-H stretching vibration) [66]. Due to the low quantity of DAH 493 

contained in dual-core matrices, only the peak at 3340 cm-1 could be observed for all 494 

matrices in Fig. 5(d). In addition, gelatin exhibited its distinguished peaks due to the 495 

vibration of carbonyl group (C=O) at 1650 cm-1 and the stretching vibration of N-H at 496 

3291 cm-1 [67, 68]. For the FTIR spectrum of graphene, there were no significant peaks 497 

that were relevant to any functional groups [69], which was also presented in Fig. 5(c). 498 

Thus, there was no much difference for the dual-core matrices loading with graphene 499 

of various concentrations, as shown in Fig. 5(d). 500 

 501 

 502 
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Fig. 5. (a) Real time images and (b) detailed values of contact angles for various 503 

concentrations graphene loaded dual-core matrices at initial time and 5 min. (c) FTIR 504 

spectrum of pure graphene, gelatin, PCL, DAH and PEO. (d) FTIR spectrum of dual-505 

core matrices loading with different concentrations of graphene. 506 

 507 

XRD analysis was carried out to detect any changes in the drug physical form and 508 

polymers after the dual-core EHD printing process. Fig. 6(a) shows that pure PCL has 509 

two sharp diffraction peaks at 2θ = 23.5° and 2θ = 21.3°, indicating the crystalline 510 

nature of PCL [70]. For pure PEO, two peaks were observed around 2θ = 19.1° and 2θ 511 

= 23.2° [71]. However, only the peak at 2θ = 19.1° is apparent for dual-core matrices, 512 

suggesting peaks had overlapped. These results also indicate PEO crystallinity is lower 513 

in the fabricated matrices when compared to the pristine material. In Fig. 6(a), a broad 514 

peak is evident at 26 ° for pure graphene indicating crystallinity [72] which masked the 515 

sharp peaks for PEO and PCL. (Fig. 6(b). Moreover, peaks indicative of crystallinity 516 

for pure DAH and gelatin disappeared in the matrices, suggesting that DAH and gelatin 517 

were amorphous or dispersed in the matrices following EHD processing.  518 

 519 

3.6 Mechanical Testing 520 

Mechanical properties of printed matrices can be modified by the inclusion of graphene. 521 

Fig. 6(c) shows the stress-strain curves of graphene-loaded matrices. The matrices 522 

without graphene demonstrated the greatest tensile strength (14.3 MPa). When 523 

increasing graphene concentration from 0.05% to 0.3% w/w, the tensile strength of the 524 

matrices decreased from 5.5 MPa to 1.1 MPa. In addition, elongation at break also 525 

decreased when the graphene was incorporated. This was due to the reason that addition 526 

of graphene increased brittleness and reduced elasticity of the dual-core matrices. The 527 

elastic modulus of these matrices is presented in Fig. 6(d). It was found that elastic 528 

modulus decreased with increasing graphene concentration, which also explains the 529 

stress-strain curves. According to previous studies, pure graphene exhibits 530 

exceptionally high elastic modulus (1 TPa) and intrinsic strength (130 GPa) [73], and 531 

for these reasons graphene is an attractive filler material for the preparation of 532 
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functional polymer composites. The mechanical strength of such composites is 533 

dependent on the shape and degree of interfacial bonding between the polymer and 534 

filler material [74]. Furthermore, mechanical and tribological properties vary and 535 

depend on the percentage (composition) of filler compared to homogeneous and pristine 536 

materials [75]. Extensive studies on nanoscale filler-polymer composite materials have 537 

shown improved mechanical properties with increasing filler content. The vast majority 538 

of these relate to film (sheet) or dense structures with limited voids (micron scales pores 539 

between struts). Such properties have also been shown for composite scaffolds, again 540 

where the strut size (between pores) are coarse (e.g. for tissue engineering applications 541 

using nanoscale HA and polymer) [76]. However, using filler alongside micron and 542 

sub-micron scaled fibers does not yield similar mechanical properties due to greater 543 

porosity and reduced composite strut/fibre diameter. Unlike films, non-porous or 544 

slightly porous composites, fibrous composites are weaker in their mechanical 545 

properties and this can be seen clearly when comparing such structures made from 546 

similar components. In this regard the addition of filler to sub-micron and micron scaled 547 

diners is likely to impact mechanical properties. This is further compounded by the 548 

alignment and core shell structures in this study. Hence, increasing the graphene 549 

concentration from 0.05% to 0.3% w/w results in lower mechanical properties (of dual-550 

core matrices). At this scale and porosity; polymer chains are discontinuous and chain 551 

entanglement and interaction is reduced due to the presence of small quantities of 552 

graphene and greater void space.  553 

 554 

 555 
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 556 

Fig. 6. (a) XRD patterns of pure DAH, graphene, gelatin, PEO and PCL. (b) XRD 557 

patterns of graphene loaded dual-core matrices. (c) Stress-strain curves and (d) elastic 558 

modulus for graphene loaded dual-core matrices.  559 

 560 

3.7 Drug Release from Graphene loaded Dual-core Matrices 561 

Fig. 7 shows the cumulative release profiles of DAH from printed dual-core matrices. 562 

For all samples, the release profiles were biphasic. The release process started with a 563 

rapid initial release period (up to 30 min) and was followed by a slow release stage 564 

(from 30 to 600 min). As DAH was incorporated in PEO components and PEO is 565 

soluble in PBS, DAH is almost completely released at 600 min. Higuchi model and 566 

Korsmeyer-Peppas models were applied to validate drug release mechanisms of DAH 567 

from the dual-core matrices. As shown in Table 1, the n values of the Korsmeyer-Peppas 568 
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model were 0.1737, 0.1564, 0.1709, 0.1085 and 0.1353 for matrices without graphene, 569 

and matrices loaded with 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3% w/w graphene, respectively, indicating 570 

release of DAH was primarily Fickian Diffusion based. The Higuchi model collated 571 

high correlation coefficients; mimicking the data shown with the Korsmeyer Peppas 572 

model; showing DAH release was certainly controlled by diffusion.  573 

 574 

Fig. 7. DAH release behaviors from various concentrations of graphene loaded dual-575 

core matrices.  576 

 577 

 578 

Table 1. Fitting parameters of DAH release from various concentrations of graphene 579 

loaded dual-core matrices. 580 

Sample Higuchi (R2) Korsmeyer-Peppas (R2) n 

Without G 0.9504 0.7766 0.1737 

0.05% G 0.9546 0.8125 0.1564 

0.1% G 0.9841 0.9541 0.1709 

0.2% G 0.9694 0.8828 0.1085 

0.3% G 0.9866 0.8938 0.1353 

 581 

3.8 PC12 Cell Morphology Study and CCK-8 Cell Viability test  582 

Cell morphology is an important factor in determining material biocompatibility. Table 583 

2 details each sample used for in vitro cell tests. As graphene-loaded dual-core matrices 584 
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have great potential in nerve restoration, an ideal environment for cell attachment and 585 

proliferation is essential. Fluorescent images of PC12 cells cultured on various dual-586 

core matrices for 3 days are presented in Fig. 8. It could be observed in Fig. 8(a-a1) 587 

that, PC12 cells cultured for the control group only showed round and two-dimensional 588 

morphology, with little to none cell extension. However, for cells cultured on graphene 589 

loaded dual-core matrices, their morphology was three-dimensional, and cell spreading 590 

and neurite outgrowth is apparent. In addition, the number of cells attached on the 591 

matrices without graphene was significantly lower than cells on graphene loaded 592 

matrices (Fig. 8(b-f)). These results show that increasing the graphene concentration in 593 

matrices enhances biocompatibility and improves cell extension. Cell viability indicates 594 

the potential toxic risks of dual-core matrices, which is displayed as a percentage of 595 

viable cells within the total cell population. CCK-8 tests were used to assess 596 

biocompatibility with particular emphasis on graphene. According to previous studies, 597 

cell viability tests have been performed at various time points post incubation e.g. for 598 

8 hours[77], 3 days [78] and for more prolonged periods (14 days)[79]. Cell viability 599 

indicates potential toxicity of graphene loaded matrices, expressed as a percentage of 600 

viable cells within the total cell population, and calculated by comparing the test group 601 

(dual-core matrices) to the control (no sample). In this study, the cells had spread and 602 

covered engineered matrices after 3 days. Furthermore, based on DAH release data, the 603 

inner PEO material has dissolved completely at this stage. Therefore, from our 604 

perspective, testing graphene based matrices at 3 days is sufficient for biocompatibility 605 

evaluation. As shown in Fig. 9, cell viability for dual-core matrices loading with 0.05%, 606 

0.1%, 0.2% and 0.3% graphene were 92.9%, 96.2%, 98.1% and 98.7% compared to the 607 

control group (100%), separately. While cell viability for matrices without graphene, 608 

and matrices containing (0.05% w/w) graphene but without gelatin and DAH were 37.3% 609 

and 80.2%, respectively. 610 

 611 

The results indicate that graphene loaded dual-core matrices show good 612 

biocompatibility, and increasing graphene concentration enhances cell viability. In 613 

addition, incorporation of gelatin and DAH also has a positive effect on cell viability. 614 
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Previous studies involving graphene based materials have exhibited both 615 

biocompatibility and toxicity towards cells. Interactions between graphene-loaded 616 

materials and membrane lipids are known to cause damage and be cytotoxic. 617 

Furthermore, small size and sharp edge definitions of graphene-loaded materials enable 618 

these materials to disrupt cellular membranes causing leakage of cytoplasmic contents 619 

[73].  620 

In this study, graphene was loaded in dual-core fiber matrices. The overall size of 621 

engineered matrices was too coarse to penetrate into PC12 cells. The concentration of 622 

graphene in the PCL shell was varied (0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3% w/w) to investigate its 623 

loading concentration on cell viability and migration rate. As shown in Fig. 8 (b-f), 624 

PC12 cells were observed on all matrices (i.e. constructs hosting graphene at all 625 

concentrations). Previous studies have used CCK-8 tests to show material 626 

biocompatibility [80]. Cell viability on graphene-loaded matrices and control group 627 

(TCP culture dish) were near identical, indicating good biocompatibility of the 628 

composite matrices. In contrast, for dual-core matrices without graphene, cell viability 629 

was less than 40%. And for the dual-core matrices with (0.05% w/w) and without DAH 630 

as well as gelatin, the cell viability was ~80.5%, which was also lower than the dual-631 

core matrices with identical graphene concentration for both DAH and gelatin. 632 

Therefore, DAH and gelatin incorporation into matrices improves cell biocompatibility. 633 

Based on these results, addition of graphene, gelatin and DAH in dual-core matrices 634 

enhances their biocompatibility. Furthermore, cell migration (and adhesion) has been 635 

evaluated through focal adhesions [73]. According to previous studies, cells (L929) 636 

cultured on graphene films are known to illicit stronger vinculin expression through the 637 

quantification of focal adhesions [81]. Research related to the effect of gelatin and DAH 638 

on cell migration is well documented [82, 83], and for this reason was not explored in 639 

this in this study.  640 

 641 

 642 

Table 2. In vitro cell culture results. (The concentration of graphene is in relation to 643 

PCL weight). Concentrations of gelatin and DAH are in relation to PEO weight. “-644 
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“represents non-inclusion) 645 

 646 

Cell Test Sample Graphene % Gelatin% DAH% 

Control 1 (TCPs) - - - 

Control 2 0.05 - - 

T1 0 50 5 

T2 0.05 50 5 

T3 0.1 50 5 

T4 0.2 50 5 

T5 0.3 50 5 

 647 

 648 



 27 

 649 
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Fig. 8. Fluorescence micrographs of PC12 cells grown on (a) control group (only TCPs), 650 

multi-cores matrices (b) without graphene, and matrices loading with (c) 0.05% w/w, 651 

(d) 0.1% w/w, (e) 0.2% w/w and (f) 0.3% w/w concentration of graphene. (a1)- (f1) are 652 

the images with higher magnification.   653 

 654 

Fig. 9. CCK-8 test on graphene loaded dual-core matrices after 3 days culture. And the 655 

control was the cells cultured just on the 96-well plate. (** represents significant 656 

difference, p<0.01; N.S. represents there was no significant difference.) 657 

 658 

3.9 PC12 Cell Migration Assay  659 

The effect of graphene concentration on PC12 cell migration was investigated. Fig. 10 660 

presents cell migration speed of scratched PC12 cell monolayer in the presence of both 661 

control groups, matrices containing 0.05% graphene without gelatin and DAH, and 662 

dual-core matrices loaded with various graphene concentrations. Assessments were 663 

made at 24 and 72 h of incubation. Migration percentage was measured via ImageJ 664 

software and is shown in Fig. 11. The results show that the monolayer appears irregular 665 

after an initial 24 h of incubation (Fig. 10(a1-g1)). Cell polarization is apparent with 666 

protrusions found in all samples. Dual-core matrices without graphene exhibit slowest 667 

cell migration speed (~16%). During the first 24 h, the migration rate is shown to 668 

increase with increasing graphene concentration (within matrices). For the matrices 669 
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without gelatin and DAH, the migration rate was almost identical to matrices loaded 670 

with graphene (Fig. 11), indicating that graphene plays the main role in PC12 cell 671 

migration rate. After incubation for 72 h, cells cultured on matrices without graphene 672 

were apoptotic (Fig. 10(c2)), which is in accordance with results of CCK-8 test. For 673 

other samples, cell migration to sparse areas was observed leading to a reduction in cell 674 

density in the border area (Fig. 10(a2-b2) and (d2-g2)). Cells cultured on the dual-core 675 

matrices loaded with 0.05% graphene displayed the highest migration rate (>80%), 676 

suggesting that a moderate quantity of graphene in matrices is sufficient to enhance cell 677 

migration. Cell migration tests show that graphene loaded dual-core matrices have great 678 

potential to promote nerve restoration.  679 
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Fig. 10. Micrographs of PC12 cells migrating into a scratch area over a 72 h period in 681 

(a) the absence (control), (b) samples containing 0.05% graphene without gelatin and 682 

DAH, and dual-core matrices loaded with (c) 0%, (d) 0.05%, (e) 0.1% and (f) 0.2% 683 

w/w graphene. The blue lines in these images showed the edges of migration area. The 684 

scale bar is 200 μm. 685 

 686 

Fig. 11. Evaluation of migration rate by the curves of the percentage of migration area 687 

as a function of incubation time. (** represents significant difference, p<0.01) 688 

 689 

4. Conclusion 690 

Novel graphene-loaded polycaprolactone (PCL)/polyethylene oxide (PEO) dual-core 691 

matrices were fabricated via an EHD printing method. For dual-core matrices, graphene 692 

was loaded into the outer PCL layer, while gelatin and dopamine hydrochloride (DAH) 693 

were encapsulated in two separate internal PEO cores to improve biocompatibility. The 694 

optimum PEO solution concentration was 5% w/w for dual-core fiber fabrication. This 695 

study also investigated the influence of process parameters (applied voltage, inner flow 696 

rate, outer flow rate and collecting X-Y-Z stage speed) on the morphology of dual-core 697 

fibers. It was found that graphene loaded dual-core matrices had two internal cores and 698 
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graphene content correlated with a smoother non-porous surface. Increasing the 699 

graphene content reduced matrix elasticity and dual-core matrices loaded with 0.3% 700 

graphene exhibited lowest elastic modulus. DAH release behavior from matrices with 701 

various graphene concentrations were all diffusion-controlled and showed no 702 

significant difference, with complete release of DAH after 600 min. Graphene loaded 703 

dual-core matrices show good biocompatibility, and gelatin (as well DAH) 704 

compositions also improve PC12 cell attachment. Matrices loaded with 0.05% w/w 705 

graphene promote maximal cell migration. In summary, dual-core matrices show clear 706 

potential as nerve graft materials.  707 
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